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Abstract

1.

From the λ-calculus it is known how to represent (recursive) data
structures by ordinary λ-terms. Based on this idea one can represent algebraic data types in a functional programming language by
higher-order functions. Using this encoding we only have to implement functions to achieve an implementation of the functional
language with data structures. In this paper we compare the famous Church encoding of data types with the less familiar Scott
and Parigot encoding.
We show that one can use the encoding of data types by functions in a Hindley-Milner typed language by adding a single constructor for each data type. In an untyped context, like an efficient
implementation, this constructor can be omitted. By collecting the
basic operations of a data type in a type constructor class and providing instances for the various encodings, these encodings can coexist in a single program. This shows the differences and similarities of the encodings clearly. By changing the instance of this class
we can execute the same algorithm in a different encoding.
We show that in the Church encoding selectors of constructors
yielding the recursive type, like the tail of a list, have an undesirable strictness in the spine of the data structure. The Scott encoding
does not hamper lazy evaluation in any way. The evaluation of the
recursive spine by the Church encoding makes the complexity of
these destructors O(n). The same destructors in the Scott encoding
requires only constant time. Moreover, the Church encoding has
serious problems with graph reduction. The Parigot encoding combines the best of both worlds, but in practice this does not offer an
advantage.

In the λ-calculus it is well-known how to encode data types by λterms. The most famous way to represent data types by functions
in the λ-calculus is based on the encoding of Peano numbers by
Church numerals [2, 3]. In this paper we review the Church encoding of data types and show that it causes serve problems complexity
problems and spoils laziness. These problems can be prevented by
using the far less known Scott encoding of data types.
Based on this approach we can transform the algebraic data
types from functional programming language like Clean [30] and
Haskell [17] to functions. These algebraic data types are first introduced in the language HOPE [10]. The algebraic data types are
equivalent to the polynomial data types used in type theory. Representing all data types by plain functions simplifies the implementation of the programming language. The implementation only has to
cope with plain higher order functions, instead of these functions
and data types. Most abstract machines [22] used to implement
programming languages contain special instructions to handle data
types, e.g., the SECD machine [24], the G-machine [21, 29] and
the ABC-machine [23]. When we represent data types by functions
the transformed programs only contain functions. Since the implementation of the transformed programs does not have to cope with
algebraic data types, they are easier to implement.
Barendregt [3] explains in chapter 6 how the Church encoding
was transformed to the typed λ-calculus in papers of Böhm and
various coauthors [5–9]. The Church encoding adapted to the typed
λ-calculus is also known as the Böhm-Berarducci encoding. Barendregt introduces an alternative encoding called the standard representation in [2]. This is a two step approach to represent λ-terms.
First, the λ-terms are represented as Gödel numbers. Next, these
Gödel numbers are represented as Church Numerals.
The oldest description of an alternative encoding is in a set of
unpublished notes of Dana Scott, see [12] page 504. This encoding
is reinvented many times in history. For instance, the implementation of the language Ponder is based on this idea [13]. Also the
language TINY from Steensgaard-Madsen uses the Scott encoding
[32]. The representation of data types by Mogensen is an extension
of the Scott encoding that enables reflection [3, 25]. For the implementation of the simple programming language SAPL we reinvented this encoding [18, 19]. SAPL is used to execute Clean code
of an iTask program in the browser [31]. Naylor and Runciman
used the ideas from SAPL in the implementation of the Reduceron
[26]. Despite these publications the Scott encoding is still much
less famous than the Church encoding. Moreover, we do not know
a paper in which these encodings are thoroughly compared. Parigot
proposed an encoding for data types that is a combination of the
Church and Scott encoding [27, 28].
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Using one additional constructor for each type and encoding,
the encodings of the data types become valid types in the HindleyMilner type system. This enables experiments with the encodings
in typed functional languages like Clean and Haskell.
In this paper we use a type constructor class to capture all basic
operations on algebraic data types, constructors as well as matching and selector functions. All manipulations of the data type in
the source language are considered to be expressed in terms of the
functions in this type class. By switching the instance of the type
class, we obtain another encoding of the data type. We add a single constructor to the implementation of an algebraic data type by
functions. This constructor is necessary to make the encoding typable in the Hindley-Milner type system. This is necessary in order
to experiment with these encodings in a strongly typed language
like Haskell or Clean. Moreover, the constructor enables us to distinguish the various encodings as different instances of a type class.
Just like a newtype in Haskell there is no reason to use these constructors in an actual implementation based on these encodings.
The uniform encoding based on type classes helps us to compare
the various encodings of the data type.
In the next section we review the encoding of non-recursive
data types in the λ-calculus. In Section 3 the λ-calculus is replaced
by named higher-order functions. The named function makes the
notation of recursive algorithms easier. We show how recursive
data types can be represented by named function in Section 4. The
Church and Scott encodings will be different instances of the same
type constructor class. This makes the differences in the encoding
very clear. Optimisations of the encodings are discussed in Section
5. In Section 6 we conclude that algorithmic complexity of the
Church encoding is for recursive selector functions higher than the
complexity of the Scott encoding.

2.

inition of the logical and-operator.
and ≡ λ x y . x y F
If the first argument x is true the result of the and-function is
determined by the argument y. Otherwise, the result of the andfunction is F (false).
2.2

Pairs in λ-calculus

This approach can be directly extended to data constructors with
non-recursive arguments. The arguments of the constructor in the
original data type are given as arguments to the function representing this constructor. A pair is a data type with a single constructor.
This constructor has two arguments. The functions e1 selects the
first element of such a pair and e2 the second element. The λ-terms
encoding such a pair are:
P air ≡ λ x y p . p x y
e1 ≡ λ p . p (λx y . x)
e2 ≡ λ p . p (λx y . y)
With these terms we can construct a term that swaps the elements
in such a pair as:
swap ≡ λ p . P air (e2 p) (e1 p)

3.

Representing Data Types by Named Functions

It seems to be straightforward to transform the λ-terms representing Booleans and pairs to functions in a functional programming
language like Clean or Haskell. In this paper we will use Clean,
but any modern lazy functional programming language with type
constructor classes will give very similar results.
3.1

Data Types in the λ-calculus

Encoding Booleans by Named Functions

The functions form Section 2.1 for the Booleans become23 :

Very early in the development of λ-calculus it was known how
to use λ-terms for manipulations handled nowadays by algebraic
data types in functional programming languages. Since one does
not want to extend the λ-calculus with new language primitives,
λ-terms achieving the effect of the data types were introduced.
For an enumeration type with n constructors without arguments,
the λ-term equivalent to constructor Ci , selects argument i from
the given n arguments: Ci ≡ λ x1 . . . xn . xi . For each function
over the enumeration type we supply n arguments corresponding
to results for the constructors. The simplest nontrivial example is
the type for Boolean values.

T :: a a → a
T t f=t
F :: a a → a
F t f=f
cond :: (a a → a) a a → a
cond c t e = c t e

3.2

Encoding Pairs by Named Functions

The direct translation of the λ-terms in Section 2.2 for pairs yields4 :
2.1

Booleans in λ-calculus

Pair‘ :: a b → (a b → c) → c
Pair‘ x y = λp.p x y

The Boolean values True and False can be represented by a data
type having just two constructors T and F 1 . We interpret the first
argument as true and the second one as false.

e1‘ :: ( ( a b → a) → a) → a
e1‘ p = p (λx y.x)

T ≡ λ t f .t
e2‘ :: ( ( a b → b) → b) → b
e2‘ p = p (λx y.y)

F ≡ λ t f .f
For the Boolean values the most famous application of these terms
is probably the conditional.

swap‘ :: ( ( a a → a) → a) → (a a → b) → b
swap‘ p = Pair‘ (e2‘ p) (e1‘ p)

cond ≡ λ c t e . c t e

Unfortunately, the type for swap‘ requires that both elements of
the pair have the same type a. This is due to the fact that the
type for Pair‘ states the type of the access function as a b→c and

Using Currying the conditional can also be represented as the identity function: cond ≡ λ c . c. We can even apply the Boolean value
directly to the then- and else-part. This is used in the following def-

2 For typographical reasons we generally prefer a function like T t f = t
over the equivalent T = λt f.t.
3 In Haskell the type a a→a is written as a→a→a.
4 In Haskell the anonymous function λp.p x y is written as \p->p x y.

1 In

this paper we will use names starting with a capital for functions
mimicking constructors and names starting with a lowercase letter for all
other functions. Hence a boolean is a function with two arguments.
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the Hindley-Milner type system requires a single type for such an
argument [3]. The encoding with additional constructors and type
constructor classes developed below in Section 4.1 will remove this
limitation.
This restriction only limits the possibility to execute the encoding in functions in a strongly typed language. In an untyped context
these functions will behave correctly.

4.1.1

4.

4.1.2

The instance of Pair for 2-tuples is completely standard.
instance Pair
Pair a b
e1 (a , b)
e2 (a , b)

Recursive Data Types

Pairs with Functions

:: FPair a b = FPair (∀t: (a b→t) → t)
instance Pair FPair where
Pair a b
= FPair λp.p a b
e1 (FPair p) = p λa b.a
e2 (FPair p) = p λa b.b

In order to give FPair the kind required by the type constructor class
Pair the type of the result t is an universal quantified type in this
definition. This makes the definition of swap typable in a HindleyMilner type system, even without a type constructor class, while
the definition of swap‘ in Section 3.2 restricts the elements e1 and
e2 of the pair to have identical types.
4.2

Peano Numbers

The simplest recursive data type is a type Num for Peano numbers.
This type has two constructors. Zero is the non recursive constructor that represents the value zero. The recursive constructor Succ
yields the successor of such a Peano number, it has another Num
as argument. There are two basic manipulation functions, a test on
zero and a function computing the predecessor of a Peano number.
class Num t where
Zero
:: t
Succ
:: t → t
isZero :: t → Bool
pred
:: t → t

It is of course possible to replace the basic type Bool by the type
representing Booleans in this format introduced in Section 3. We
use here a basic type to show that both type representation perfectly
mix.

Pairs Revisited

In our new approach Pair is a type constructor class with a constructor Pair and two destructors e1 and e2. These destructors select
the first and second argument.

4.2.1

class Pair t where
Pair :: a b → t a b
e1
:: (t a b) → a
e2
:: (t a b) → b

Peano Numbers with Integers

An implementation of these numbers based on integers is:
instance Num
Zero
Succ
n
isZero n
pred
n

Using the primitives from this class, the swap function becomes5 :
swap :: (t a b) → t b a | Pair t
swap p = Pair (e2 p) (e1 p)

4.2.2

Note that the use of the type class yields better readable types
and eliminates the problem with the types of the arguments in the
function swap. Here it is completely valid to use different types for
the elements of the pair. In fact, it is even possible to yield a pair
that is a member of another instance of the type constructor class
swap :: (t a b) → (u b a) | Pair t & Pair u.

Int where
=0
= n+1
=n =
= 0
= i f (n > 0) (n - 1) undef

Peano Numbers with an Algebraic Data Type

The implementation of Num with an ordinary algebraic data type
Peano has no surprises. We use case expressions instead of separate
function alternatives to make the definitions a little more compact.
:: Peano = Z | S Peano
instance Num
Zero
Succ
n
isZero n
pred
n

5 The

class restriction | Pair t in the type of the function swap
states that this function works for any type t that is an instance of
the type constructor class Pair. This ensures that Pair, e1 and e2
are defined for t. In Haskell such a class constraint is written as
swap :: (Pair t) ⇒ (t a b) → t b a.
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( , ) where
= (a , b)
=a
/ / equal to the function fst from StdEnv
=b
/ / equal to the function snd from StdEnv

Since Pair is not recursive, both encodings of such a pair with functions coincide. We introduce a placeholder type FPair to satisfy the
type class system. This also allows use to introduce a universally
quantified type variable t for the result of manipulations of the type.

For recursive types we show two different ways to represent data
types by functions. The first approach is a generalisation of the
well-known Church numbers [2]. Here the recursive occurrences of
a function representing a constructor are all equal. This implies that
a recursive data structure mirrors an expanded fold as pointed out
by Hinze in [16]. This is especially convenient in λ-calculus since
recursive functions require that the function itself is passed around
as an additional argument. This recursion is usually achieved by an
application of the Y-combinator.
The second approach does nothing special for recursive arguments of constructors. Hence, it uses explicitly recursive manipulation functions for recursive data types, just like the algebraic data
types in functional programming languages like Haskell and Clean.
This arbitrary recursion pattern of these functions is not limited to
folds of the Church encoding. The oldest source of this approach is
a set of unpublished notes from Dana Scott, hence this approach is
called the Scott encoding.
Since we have named functions, arbitrary recursion is no problem at all. For this reason we state both encodings of the data type
and the associated manipulation functions directly as named functions. In order to compare both encodings easily and to be able
to write functions that work for both encodings we construct type
(constructor) classes for the data types in our description. The type
constructor class will contain the constructors and the selection
functions for elements of the constructors.
These type classes require a constructor in the functions representing data types. We already want to insert constructors to enable
the use of the functional encodings in a strongly typed language.
The constructors are still unnecessary when we fix the encoding
and work in an untyped setting.
4.1

Pairs with Native Tuples

3

Peano where
=Z
=S n
= case n of Zero = True ; _ = False
= case n of S m = m ; _ = undef
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4.2.3

Peano Numbers in the Church Encoding

the same reasons as the Church encoding. This type is related to the
types assigned to Scott numerals by Abadi et al., [1]. This type is
again similar to snat := ∀X.X → (snat → X) → X used for Scott
numbers in λ2µ [14]. Since we have recursive functions in our core
language, the external recursion in this problem is no problem. In
λ-calculus we need for instance a fixed point-combinator for the
recursion.
The Scott encoding for the non-recursive cases Zero and isZero
is equal to the Church encoding. For the recursive functions Succ
and pred the Scott encoding is simpler than the Church encoding.
The recursion pattern of the Scott encoding is very similar to the
definitions for the type Peano.

The first encoding with functions is just the encoding of Church
numbers in this format. The type Peano has two constructors.
Hence, each constructor function has two arguments. The first argument represents the case for zero, the second one mimics the
successor. A nonnegative number n is represented by n applications of this successor to the value for zero. The constructor Succ
adds one application of this function.
The test for zero yields True when the given number n is Zero.
Otherwise, the result is False. The predecessor function in the
Church encoding is somewhat more challenging. The number n is
represented by n applications of some higher order function s to a
given value z. The predecessor must remove one of the function
s. The first solution for this problem is found by Kleene while
his wisdom teeth were extracted at the dentist [11]. The value
zero is replaced by a tuple containing undef, the predecessor of
zero6 , and the predecessor of the next number: zero. The successor
function recursively replaces the tuple (x , s x) by (s x , s (s x ) )
starting at z. The result of this construct is the tuple (pred n , n) . The
predecessor function selects the first element of this tuple. Since
the predecessor is constructed from the value zero upwards to n,
the complexity of this operation is O(n).
Just like in the representation of pairs we add a constructor CNum
to solve the type problems of this representation in the HindleyMilner type system of Clean. The universally quantified type variable b ensures that the functions representing the the constructors
can yield any type without exposing this type in CNum. This type is
very similar to the type cnat := ∀X.X → (X → X) → X used
for Church numbers in polymorphic λ-calculus, λ2 [14].
The pattern FPair _ in the pred function is an artefact of our
encoding by type classes, it solves the overloading of Pair.

:: SNum = SNum (∀b:b (SNum→b) → b)
instance Num SNum where
Zero
= SNum λzero succ.zero
Succ
n
= SNum λzero succ.succ n
isZero (SNum n) = n True λx.False
pred
(SNum n) = n undef λx.x

Since the implementation of pred in this Scott encoding is a simple
selection of an element of a constructor its complexity is O(1).
This is much better than the O(n) complexity of the same operator
in the Church encoding.
4.2.5

:: CNum = CNum (∀b: b (b→b) → b)

:: PNum = PNum (∀b:b (PNum b→b) → b)

instance Num CNum where
Zero = CNum λzero succ.zero
Succ n = CNum λzero succ.succ ( (λ(CNum x).x) n zero succ)
isZero (CNum n) = n True λx.False
pred
(CNum n)
= CNum λz s.e1 (n (Pair undef z)
(λp=:(FPair _).Pair (e2 p) (s (e2 p ) ) ) )

instance Num PNum where
Zero
= PNum λz s.z
Succ
p
= PNum λz s.s p ( (λ(PNum n).n) p z s)
isZero (PNum n) = n True λp x.False
pred
(PNum n) = n undef (λp x.p)

It will be no surprise that this type resembles the type in λ2µ:
pnat := ∀X.X → (pnat → X → X) → X used for Parigot
numbers in [14] (called Church-Scott numbers there).
Notice that pred is implemented here in the more efficient Scott
way. The second argument of Succ is more suited for a fold-like
operation.

Notice that the successor itself passes the values for zero and succ
recursively to the given number n. Removing the constructor CNum
from the argument of Succ is done in its right-hand side to prevent
this argument that the argument is strict. This enables the proper
evaluation of expressions like isZero (Succ undef) .
The function Succ has to add one application of the argument
succ to the given number. Since all functions are equal this can
be done in two ways. Above we add the additional application of
succ to the encoding of n. It is in this encoding also possible to replace the given value of zero in the recursion by succ zero. That
is Succ (CNum n) = CNum λzero succ.n (succ zero) succ. The direct access to both side of the sequence of applications of succ is
unique for the Church encoding. We will use this below in Section
5 to optimise fold like operations over recursive types in the Church
encoding.
4.2.4

Peano Numbers in the Parigot Encoding

Parigot proposed a different encoding of data types in an attempt to
enable reasoning about algorithms as well as an efficient implementation of these algorithms [27, 28]. These papers do not mentioning
the Scott encoding. In addition for a recursive type the constructors
contain the Church-Style fold argument, as well as the Scott-style
plain recursive argument. For numbers this reads:

4.2.6

Using the Type Class Num

Using the primitive from the class Num we can define manipulation functions for these numbers. The transformation of any of
these number encodings to one of the other encodings is given by
NumToNum. This uniform transformation is a generalisation of the
transformations between Church and Scott numbers in [20]. The
context determines the encodings n and m. Using a very similar recursion pattern we can define addition for all instances of Num by
the function add.

Peano Numbers in the Scott Encoding

NumToNum :: n → m | Num n & Num m
NumToNum n | isZero n
= Zero
= Succ (NumToNum (pred n ) )

The type SNum to represent the Scott representation of numerals uses
a constructor and a universally quantified type variable for exactly
6 Every

now and then people use zero instead of undef as predecessor
of Zero. This prevents runtime errors, but it does not correspond to our
intuition of numbers and complicates reasoning. For instance, the property
pred n =
= pred m ⇒ n =
= m does not hold since pred (succ zero)
becomes equal to pred zero.
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add :: t t → t | Num t
add x y | isZero x
=y
= add (pred x) (Succ y)
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4.3.3

Using details of the encoding it is possible to optimise these functions. Although the definitions work for all instances, the algorithmic complexity depends on the encoding selected. In particular the
processor function pred is O(n) in the Church encoding and O(1)
for the other implementations of Num. In Section 5 we discuss how
this can be improved for these examples.
4.3

The implementation of lists based on Scott numbers differs at the
recursive argument of the Cons constructor. Here we use a term of
type SList a. In the list based on Church numbers this argument has
type b, the result type of the list manipulation. As a consequence,
we do not pass the arguments nil and cons as arguments to the tail
x in the definition for the constructor Cons. This makes the access
function tail a simple O(1) access function.

Lists

In the Peano numbers all information is given by the number of
applications of Succ in the entire data structure. Recursive data
types that contain more information are often needed. The simplest
extension of the Peano numbers is the list. The Cons nodes of a list
corresponds to the Succ in the Peano numbers, but in contrast to the
Peano numbers a Cons contains an element stored at that place in the
list. This is modelled by type class List. Compared to Num there is
an additional argument a in the constructor for the recursive case,
and there is an additional primitive access function head to select
this element from the outermost Cons.
class List t
Nil
::
Cons ::
isNil ::
head ::
tail ::

4.3.1

:: SList a = SList (∀b: b (a→(SList a)→b) → b)
instance List SList where
Nil
= SList λnil cons.nil
Cons a x
= SList λnil cons.cons a x
isNil (SList xs) = xs True λa x.False
head (SList xs) = xs undef λa x.a
tail (SList xs) = xs undef λa x.x

4.3.4

where
t a
a (t a) → t a
(t a) → Bool
(t a) → a
(t a) → t a

:: PList a = PList (∀b: b (a (PList a) b→b) → b)
instance List PList where
Nil
= PList λnil cons.nil
Cons a x = PList λn c.c a x ( (λ(PList l).l) x n c)
isNil (PList l) = l True λa t x.False
head (PList l) = l undef (λa t x.a)
tail (PList l) = l undef (λa t x.t)

The instance for the native lists in Clean is very simple7

4.3.2

[ ] where
= []
= [a:x]
= case xs of [ ] = True ; _ = False
= case xs of [a:x] = a ; _ = undef
= case xs of [a:x] = x ; _ = undef

List in the Parigot Encoding

Just as for numbers the Parigot encoding of Cons contains an argument for Scott type of recursion (i.e. x), as well as for the Church
type recursion (i.e. ( ( PList l).l) x n c).

List with the Native List Type

instance List
Nil
Cons a x
isNil xs
head
xs
tail
xs

List in the Scott Encoding

/ / isEmpty
/ / hd
/ / tl

4.3.5

List in the Church Encoding

The instance inspired on the Church numbers is rather similar to
the instance for CNum. The definition for Nil is completely similar
to the instance for Zero. The constructor Cons has the list element
to be stored as additional argument. Here it does matter whether
we insert the new element at the head or the tail of the list. It is
actually quite remarkable that we can add an element to the tail
of the list without explicit recursion. Note that the arguments for
nil and cons are passed recursively to the tail x of the list. The
manipulation functions isNil and head directly yield the desired
result by applying the function xs to the appropriate arguments.
The implementation of tail is more involved. We use the approach
known from pred. From the end of the list upwards a new list
is constructed that is the tail of this list. Note that this is again
O(n) work with n the length of the list. Moreover, it spoils lazy
evaluation by requiring a complete evaluation of the spine of the
list. This also excludes the use of infinite list as arguments of this
version of the tail.

foldR
foldR
=
=

:: (a b→b) b (t a) → b | List t
op r xs | isNil xs
r
op (head xs) (foldR op r (tail xs ) )

foldL
foldL
=
=

:: (a b→a) a (t b) → a | List xs
op r xs | isNil xs
r
foldL op (op r (head xs ) ) (tail xs)

Due to the O(n) complexity of tail in the Church representation, the folds have O(n2 ) complexity in the Church encoding
when the operators op is strict in both arguments. In the other instances of List the complexity is only O(n). In Section 5 we show
how this complexity problem can be fixed for foldR.
The transformation from one list encoding to any other instance
of List is done in ListToList by an application of this foldR.
The summation of a list is done by a fold-left since the use of
an accumulator enables a constant memory implementation. This
function works for any argument type a having an addition operator
+ and a unit element zero.

:: CList a = CList (∀b: b (a→b→b) → b)
instance List CList where
Nil
= CList λnil cons.nil
Cons a x = CList λn c.c a ( (λ(CList l).l) x n c)
isNil (CList l) = l True λa x.False
head
(CList l) = l undef λa x.a
tail
(CList l)
= CList λnil cons.e1 (l (Pair undef nil)
(λa p=:(FPair _).Pair (e2 p) (cons a (e2 p ) ) ) )

ListToList :: (t a) → u a | List t & List u
ListToList xs = foldR Cons Nil xs
suml :: (t a) → a | List t & + , zero a
suml xs = foldL (+) zero xs

4.3.6

Measuring Execution Time

Using these definitions we can easily verify the described behaviour of the implementations of the class List. Our first example is extremely simple; it takes the head of the tail of a list.

7 In Haskell the list

[a:x] is written as (a:x). The expression [a:x] is valid
Haskell, but it is a singleton list containing the list (a:x) as its element.
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Using the List Type Class

Using the primitives from List the list manipulations fold-right and
fold-left can be defined in the well-known way.
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By just changing the type at a strategic place, here the function
headTail, we enforce another implementation of List. When we
replace CList in this function by SList, PList or [ ] that type instance of List is used. The length of the list is controlled by the
definition of m.

As expected the execution time for SList Int and [Int] grows
linear with the the number of elements in the list. The version
for CList Int is again much slower. Since the tail inside sum is
O(n) for a list in the Church representation, the sum itself is at
least O(n2 ). The measurements show that the actual execution time
grows as O(n3 ) in the Church representation. Since the tail in the
Church representation yields a function application, the reduction
of an application tail l cannot be shared. This expression is reevaluated for each use of the resulting list. Each of these tail
functions is O(n). This makes the total complexity of sum O(n3 )
in the Church representation and O(n) in the Scott representation
and in the native lists of Clean.
In the final example we apply the quick-sort algorithm to a
lists of pseudo random integers in the range 0..999. Quick-sort is
implemented for all list implementations in the class List by the
function qs.

headTail :: !(CList Int) → Bool
headTail l = head (tail l) =
= 2
fromTo :: Int Int → t Int | List t
fromTo n m | n > m
= Nil
= Cons n (fromTo (n+1) m)
Start = headTail (fromTo 1 m)

All experiments are done with 32-bit Clean 2.4 running on
windows 7 in a virtual box on a MacBook Air with 1.8 GHz Intel
Core i5 under OS X version 10.9.4. For reliable measurements the
computation is repeated such that the total execution time is at least
10 seconds.

qs :: (l a) → (l a) |
qs l | isNil l
= Nil
= append (qs (fltr
(append (fltr
(qs (fltr

fltr :: (a→Bool) (l a) → l a | List l
fltr p l | isNil l
= Nil
| p x
= Cons x (fltr p (tail l ) )
=
fltr p (tail l)
where x = head l

Figure 1. Execution time in seconds as function of the length for
the encodings of List. Note the double logarithmic scale.
It is no surprise that the execution time for SList Int and [Int]
is completely independent of the upper bound, m, of the list. Due to
lazy evaluation the list is only evaluated until its second element.
As predicted the execution time for CList Int is linear in the length
of the list since tail enforces evaluation until the Nil. For very
long lists in the Church representation, e.g. 105 elements, garbage
collection causes an additional increase of the execution time.
In the second experiment we enforce evaluation of the entire list
by computing the sum of the numbers 1 to m and check whether
this sum is indeed m(m − 1)/2 for various values of m. We use a
tail recursive definition for the function Sum:

m
1
10
102
103
104
105

qs (take m randomInts))
CList Int SList Int PList Int [Int]
7.5 10−7 5.2 10−7 6.0 10−7 1.8 10−7
1.8 10−4 1.0 10−5 1.3 10−5 4.1 10−6
1.5 10−1 2.1 10−4 2.8 10−4 8.9 10−5
1.6 10+2 3.0 10−3 3.9 10−3 1.3 10−3
3.3 10−2 4.4 10−2 1.4 10−2
3.9 10−1 5.3 10−1 1.7 10−1

Figure 3. Relation between execution time in seconds and length
of the list for four different implementations of List.

sum :: (t Int) → Int | List t
sum l | isNil l
=0
= head l + sum (tail l)

The measurements show the expected O(n log n) growth with
the length of the list for the Scott representation of lists and native
lists in Clean. The Church representation shows again a O(n3 )
growth with the length of the list. Since Quick-sort requires more
list operations than sum, the increase in execution time is even
bigger than for sum.
The Scott representation, SList Int, is on average a factor 2.8
slower than the native Clean lists, [Int] . This additional execution
time is caused by the additional constructors SList need to convince
the type system of correctness of this representation. This factor is
independent of the size of the lists.
Functions like sum, append and fltr used in these examples can
be expressed as applications of fold. It is possible to optimise a
fold in the Church representation as outlined in Section 5. Since we
study the representation of data structures by functions for a simple
compiler, it is unrealistic to expect such a compiler to perform the

sum (fromTo 1 m)
CList Int SList Int PList Int [Int]
−7
1.2 10
6.6 10−8 9.7 10−8 2.0 10−8
3.7 10−5 5.4 10−7 7.5 10−7 1.4 10−7
−2
2.8 10
5.9 10−6 8.2 10−6 2.0 10−6
3.3 10+1 5.8 10−5 8.3 10−5 2.1 10−5
6.2 10−4 9.0 10−4 2.1 10−4
6.5 10−3 9.6 10−3 2.2 10−3

Figure 2. Execution time in seconds as function of the length for
the encodings of List.
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(λx.x < y) l ) )
(λx.x =
= y) l)
(λx.y < x) l ) ) ) where y = head l

append :: (t a) (t a) → (t a) | List t
append l1 l2 | isNil l1
= l2
= Cons (head l1) (append (tail l1) l2)

head (tail (fromTo 1 m))
m CList Int SList Int PList Int [Int]
2 6.5 10−8 3.3 10−8 5.5 10−8 1.1 10−8
10 2.8 10−7 3.3 10−8 5.5 10−8 1.1 10−8
102 2.5 10−6 3.3 10−8 5.5 10−8 1.1 10−8
103 2.6 10−5 3.3 10−8 5.5 10−8 1.1 10−8
104 2.8 10−5 3.3 10−8 5.5 10−8 1.1 10−8
105 4.7 10−5 3.3 10−8 5.5 10−8 1.1 10−8

m
1
10
102
103
104
105

List l & < , =
= a
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required transformations. Moreover, this does not solve the problems with laziness, in examples like head (tail (fromTo 1 m ) ) ,
and the complexity problems in situations where the tail function
is not part of a foldr, like qs_o2.
4.4

:: STree a = STree (∀t: t ( ( STree a) a (STree a)→t) → t)
instance Tree STree where
Leaf = STree λleaf node.leaf
Fork x a y = STree λleaf node.node x a y
isLeaf (STree t) = t True λx a y.False
elem
(STree t) = t undef λx a y.a
left
(STree t) = t undef λx a y.x
right (STree t) = t undef λx a y.y

Tree

We demonstrate how the approach is extended to data types with
multiple recursive arguments such as binary trees. The constructor for nonempty trees, Fork, has now two recursive instances as
argument instead of just one. There are now two selectors for the
recursive arguments, left and right, instead of just tail.

4.4.4

class Tree t where
Leaf
:: t a
Fork
:: (t a) a (t a) → t a
isLeaf :: (t a) → Bool
elem
:: (t a) → a
left
:: (t a) → t a
right
:: (t a) → t a

4.4.1

insertTree :: a (t a) → t a | Tree t & < a
insertTree a t
| isLeaf t = Fork Leaf a Leaf
| a < x
= Fork (insertTree a (left t ) ) x (right t)
| a > x
= Fork (left t) x (insertTree a (right t ) )
| otherwise = t / / x == a
where x = elem t

Tree with an Algebraic Data Type

Note that the recursion pattern in this function is dependent of the
value of the element to be inserted, a, and the element in the current
node, elem t.
When the selectors left and right operate in constant time the
average cost of an insert in a balanced tree are O(log n), and in
worst case the insert is O(n) work. For the implementation based
on Church numbers however, the complexity of the selectors left
and right is O(n). This makes the average complexity of an insert
in a balanced tree O(n log n), in worst case the complexity is
even O(n2 ). In testing basic properties of trees this is very well
noticeable. Even with small test cases tests with the data structures
based on the Church numbers take at least one order of magnitude
more time than all other tests for the definitions in this paper
together.

The instance for a two constructor algebraic data type is again
standard.
:: Bin a = Empty | Node (Bin a) a (Bin a)
instance Tree Bin where
Leaf
= Empty
Fork x a y = Node x
isLeaf t = case t
elem
t = case t
left
t = case t
right t = case t

4.4.2

a y
of Empty
of (Node
of (Node
of (Node

=
x
x
x

True ; _ =
a y) = a ;
a y) = x ;
a y) = y ;

False
_ = undef
_ = undef
_ = undef

Tree in the Church Encoding

The instance based on Church numbers passes the arguments for
leaf and node now to two recursive occurrences in the constructor
Fork for nonempty trees. The selector functions for the recursive
arguments, left and right, use the same pattern as pred and tail.
The difference is that there are two recursive cases. Fortunately,
they can be handled with a single function. For readability we use
tuples from Clean instead of a Pair as introduced in Section 2.2.
Like above this selection function visits all n nodes in the subtree.
Hence, its complexity is O(n) while the version using ordinary
algebraic data types does the job in constant time, O(1).

4.5

T J T x1 . . . xa = C1 a11 . . . a1m | . . . |Cn an1 . . . anm K
= CJ C1 a11 . . . a1m K n · · · CJ Cn an1 . . . anm K n

instance Tree CTree where
Leaf = CTree λleaf fork
Fork (CTree x) a (CTree y)
= CTree λleaf fork. fork (x leaf fork) a (y leaf fork)
isLeaf (CTree t) = t True λx a y.False
elem
(CTree t) = t undef λx a y.a
left
(CTree t)
= CTree λe f.e1 (t (undef , e) (λ(s , t) a (x , y).(t , f t a y ) ) )
right (CTree t)
= CTree λe f.e1 (t (undef , e) (λ(s , t) a (x , y).(y , f t a y ) ) )

The function for constructor Ci with m arguments has the same
name as this constructor and has n + m arguments. C yields the
function for the given constructor.
CJ Ci ai1 . . . aim K n
= Ci a1 . . . am x1 . . . xn = xi AJ a1 K n . . . AJ am K n

For all arguments in the Scott encoding and the non recursive arguments in the Church encoding, the transformation A just produces
the given argument.

Tree in the Scott Encoding

AJ a K n = a

The version based on the Scott encoding of numbers is again much
more similar to the implementation based on plain algebraic data
types. In the constructor Fork for nonempty trees the arguments
leaf and node are not passed to the recursive occurrences of the
tree, x and y. This makes the selection of the recursive elements
identical to the selection of the non recursive argument, elem. The
complexity of the three selection functions is the desired O(1).

Church Encoding of Data Types Considered Harmful for Implementations

General Transformations

The examples in the previous sections illustrate the general transformation scheme from a constructor based encoding to a function
based encoding. In the transformations below we omit the additional type and constructors used in this paper to handle the various
versions in a single type constructor class. A type T with a arguments and n constructors named C1 . . . Cn will be represented by
n functions. The transformation T specifies the functions needed
to represent a type T .

:: CTree a = CTree (∀t: t (t a t→t) → t)

4.4.3

Using the Tree Type Class

Using the primitives from Tree we can express insertion for binary
search trees by the function insertTree.

For recursive arguments in the Church encoding however, all arguments of the function C are added:
A2 J a K n = (a x1 . . . xn )

These definitions show that a constructor is basically just a
selector that picks the continuation corresponding to its constructor
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number. In a function over type T we provide a value for each
constructor, similar to a case distinction in a switch expression.

5.2

Many operations on Peano numbers can be expressed as a fold operation. For instance, a Peano number of the form λzero succ.succ
(succ .. zero) can be transformed to an integer by providing the
argument 0 for zero and the increment function, inc, for integers for
succ. For the same operation on number in the Scott encoding we
need to specify the required recursion explicitly. This is reflected
in the tailor made instances of the class toInt for these number
encodings.

SJ case e of
C1 a11 . . . a1m = r1 ;
...
Cn an1 . . . anm = rn ; K
= e (λ a11 . . . a1m . r1 ) . . . (λ an1 . . . anm . rn )
Due to recursive passing of arguments in the Church encoding, a
recursive argument aj will be transformed to an expression of the
result type R of the case expression. In the Scott encoding it will
still have type T . This implies that we can still decide in the body
ri whether we want to apply the function recursively or not. In the
Church encoding the function is alway applied recursively.

5.

instance toInt CNum where toInt (CNum n) = n 0 inc
instance toInt SNum where toInt (SNum n) = n 0 (inc o toInt)

The complexity of both transformations is O(n). For the Church
encoding this is a serious improvement compared to using NumToNum
to transform a CNum to Int. Due to the O(n) costs of pred for CNum
the complexity of this transformation is O(n2 ). For the other encoding we can at best gain a constant factor. This can be generalised
in a translation of CNum to other instances of Num.

Optimisations

In a real implementation of a functional language that represents
data types by functions, the type constructor classes introduced
here and the constructors required by those type classes should be
omitted. They are only introduced in this paper to allow experiments with the various representations.
A version of the Church encoding for lists without additional
constructors can be expressed directly in Clean.

CNumToNum :: CNum → n | Num n
CNumToNum (CNum n) = n Zero Succ

Similar clever definitions are known for the addition and multiplication of Church numbers. We express the optimised addition as an
instance of the operator + for CNum. We achieve addition by replacing the zero of x by the number y zero succ. In exactly the same
way we can achieve multiplication by replacing the successor such
of x by λz.y z succ.

:: ChurchList a r :=
= r (a r→r) → r
cnil :: (ChurchList a r)
cnil = λn c.n

instance +
(+) (CNum
instance *
(*) (CNum

ccons :: a (ChurchList a r) → (ChurchList a r)
ccons a x = λnil cons.cons a (x nil cons)

clToStrings::(ChurchList a [String ] ) → [String]|toString a
clToStrings xs = xs ["[]"] λa x.[toString a , ": ": x]

Although these function are accepted by the compiler, there are
severe limitations to this approach. The type system rejects many
combinations of these function. This is due to the monomorphism
constraint on function arguments. These problems are very similar
those encountered by the function swap‘ in Section 3.2.
The Hindley-Milner type system does not accept the Scott encoding of data types without additional constructors, see Barendregt [3] or Barendsen [4] for a proof. Geuvers shows that this can
be typed in λ2µ: λ2 + positive recursive types [14]. Nevertheless,
these functions work correctly in an untyped world with higher order functions.
snil
= λnil cons.nil
scons a x = λnil cons.cons a x
stail xs = xs undef (λa x.x)

5.3

Lists

The Church encoding of lists is based on a fold-right. Also the
Parigot encoding contains such a fold. By making an optimised
fold function instead of the simple recursive version from Section
4.3.5 we can take advantage of this representation.

Using the Structure of the Type Representations

The destructors of the implementations of data constructors based
on Church numbers are all very expensive operations, typically
O(n) where n is the size of the recursive data structure. When
the shape of the computation matches the recursive structure of
the Church encoding we can achieve an enormous optimisation by
replacing definitions based on the interface provided by the type
constructor classes by direct implementations. Since the encoding
based on Church numbers is basically a foldr, as explained by
Hinze in [16], these optimisations will work for manipulations that
can be expressed as a foldr.

Church Encoding of Data Types Considered Harmful for Implementations

CNum where
x) (CNum y) = CNum λz s.x (y z s) s
CNum where
x) (CNum y) = CNum λz s.x z (λz2.y z2 s)

It is obvious that this reduces the complexity of these operations
significantly. However, the addition is not the constant O(1) manipulation it might seem to be. The result is a function and any application determining a value with this function will be O(n × m)
work. This is of course a huge improvement to O(n2 × m) for the
addition for CNum using the function add from Section 4.2.6.
Those optimisations are only possible when the structure of the
manipulation can be expressed by the structure of the encoding of
CNum. No solutions of this kind are known for operations like predecessor and subtraction. For the predecessor it might look attractive
to transform the encoding from CNum to SNum and perform the predecessor here in O(1) instead of in O(n) in CNum. Unfortunately, this
transformation itself is O(n), even using the optimised CNumToNum
function. Nevertheless, such a transformation is worthwhile when
we need to do more operation with higher cost in the CNum encoding
that in the SNum encoding. This occurs for instance in subtraction m
from n by repeated applications of the predecessor function, here
the complexity drops from O(n × m) to O(n + m). This is still
more expensive that the O(m) for the other encodings.

ctail :: (ChurchList a (r , r ) ) → (ChurchList a r)
ctail xs = λn c.fst (xs (undef , n) (λa (x , y).(y , c a y ) ) )

5.1

Peano Numbers

class foldR_o t :: (a b→b) b !(t a) → b
instance foldR_o CList where
foldR_o f r (CList l) = l r f
instance foldR_o PList where
foldR_o f r (PList l) = l r λa t x.f a x
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instance foldR_o SList where
foldR_o f r (SList l) = l r λa x.f a (foldR_o f r x)
instance foldR_o [ ]
where
foldR_o f r l = case l of [ ]=r ; [a:x]=f a (foldR_o f r x)

For the Church and Parigot encoding of lists we directly use the
given function f the the fold of this representation. The Scott
encoding and the native lists of Clean does not have such a direct
fold. Hence, we define an explicit recursive function.
5.4

m
1
10
102
103
104
105

Effect of the Optimisations

qs_o2 (take m randomInts))
CList Int SList Int PList Int [Int]
2.1 10−7 2.2 10−7 1.8 10−7 7.2 10−8
1.2 10−5 4.3 10−6 3.7 10−6 2.2 10−6
5.6 10−3 9.4 10−5 9.4 10−5 5.8 10−5
5.6 100
1.5 10−3 1.5 10−3 1.1 10−3
6.0 10+3 2.3 10−2 2.3 10−2 1.8 10−2
9.1 10−1 8.2 10−1 5.8 10−1

In order to determine the effect of the optimised fold implementation we replaced the functions append and filter in the function qs
by their fold based variant shown above.

Figure 5. Execution time in seconds as function of the length for
the encodings of List.

qs_o :: (t a) → (t
qs_o l | isNil l
= Nil
= appendo (qs_o
(appendo
(qs_o

5.5

a) | < , =
= a & foldRo , List t

This kind of optimisation works only for operations that can be
expressed as a fold-right. This implies that we cannot use it for
many common list manipulations like, fold-left (foldl), take, drop,
and insertion in a sorted list. For many operations that require a
repeated application of tail it is worthwhile to transform the CList
to a SList, perform the transformation on this SList, and finally
transform back to the CList when we really want to use the Church
encoding. This route via the lists in Scott encoding still force the
evaluation of the spine of the entire list.
In some programming tasks it is possible to construct also in
the Church encoding an implementation that executes the given
task with a better complexity than obtained by applying the default
deconstructs. For instance, the function to take the first n elements
of a list using the functions from the class List is:

(fltro (λx.x < h) l ) )
(fltro (λx.x =
= h) l)
(fltro (λx.h < x) l ) ) ) where h = head l

append_o :: (t a) (t a) → t a | foldRo , List t
append_o l1 l2 = foldR_o Cons l2 l1
fltr_o :: (a→Bool) (t a) → t a | foldRo , List t
fltr_o p l = foldR_o (λa x.if (p a) (Cons a x) x) Nil l

The results of this experiment are listed in Figure 4.

m
1
10
102
103
104
105

takeL
takeL
=
=

qs_o (take m randomInts))
CList Int SList Int PList Int [Int]
3.2 10−7 4.5 10−7 3.5 10−7 1.1 10−7
5.8 10−6 6.2 10−6 6.5 10−6 2.1 10−6
1.2 10−4 1.3 10−4 1.3 10−4 4.7 10−5
1.7 10−3 1.9 10−3 1.9 10−3 7.2 10−4
1.8 10−2 2.0 10−2 2.0 10−2 7.9 10−3
2.4 10−1 2.9 10−1 2.9 10−1 1.0 10−1

:: Int (t a) → t a | List t
n xs | n > 0 && not (isNil xs)
Cons (head xs) (takeL (n - 1) (tail xs ) )
Nil

For the Church encoding this has complexity O(n × L) where n
is the number of elements to take and L is the length of the list.
The complexity for the Scott encoding is O(n), just like a direct
definition in Clean. In contrast with the Church encoding, the Scott
encoding is not strict in the spine of the list. Using a tailor-made
instance of the fold in the Church encoding, the complexity of the
take function can be reduced to O(L):

Figure 4. Execution time in seconds as function of the length for
the encodings of List.
When all recursive list operations are replaced by an optimised
fold-right all encodings of lists show very similar execution results.
The small differences are explained by the additional arguments
that have to be passed around in the Parigot encoding, and the additional constructors needed by this simulation of the Scott encoding.
These gains work only properly when every list manipulation
is a fold-right. Introducing a single other operation can completely
spoil the performance. Consider for instance a somewhat different
formulation of our Quick-sort algorithm.

takeC :: Int (CList a) → CList a
takeC n (CList xs)
= fst (xs (Nil , xs 0 (λa x.x + 1) - n)
(λa (ys , m).( i f (m > 0) Nil (Cons a ys ) , m - 1 ) ) )

The expression xs 0 (λa x.x+1) computes the length of the lists.
The outermost fold produces length xs − n times Nil. When
the counter m becomes non-positive, the fold starts copying the
list elements. For finite lists, this is the same result as takeL m. It
is not obvious how to derive such an optimised algorithm from
an arbitrary function using the primitives from a class like List.
Hence, constructing an optimised version requires in general nontrivial human actions. Even when this problem would be solved,
the Scott encoding still has a better complexity and more appealing
strictness properties.

:: (t a) → (t a) | < , =
= a & foldRo , List t
l | isNil l
Nil
appendo (qs_o2 (fltro (λx.x < h) t ) )
(Cons h (qs_o2 (fltro (λx.h ≤ x) t ) ) )
where h = head l ; t = tail l
qs_o2
qs_o2
=
=

The measurements in Figure 5 show that behaves similar to foldbased Quick-sort for most encodings. For small lists two instead
of three filters over the list yields a gain. For long lists there will
be many duplicates of the numbers between 0 and 999, hence
the additional of equal elements yields a small gain. The overal
complextity is O(n log n). For the Church-lists however, the single
tail is a complete party breaker. For the same reasons as before the
complexity is O(n3 ) in this Church encoding.

Church Encoding of Data Types Considered Harmful for Implementations

Optimization of other Operations

5.6

Deforestation of Lists

Function fusion is a program transformation that tries to achieve the
result of two separate functions f and g applied after each other by
a single function h. That is we try to generate a function h such that
f · g ≡ h ⇒ ∀x . f (g x) = h x. Especially when fusion manages
to eliminate a data structure this transformation will reduce the
execution time significantly.
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ations of lists or trees for an algebraic data type, an encoding based
on Church numerals and an encoding of Scott numbers.
The comparison shows us that the functions producing the recursive branch in a constructor, like the tail of a list or a subtree
of in a binary tree, are troublesome in the Church encoding. These
operations become spine strict in the recursion. This undesirable
strictness of the Church encoding ruins lazy evaluation and gives
the selection operators an undesirable high complexity. The amount
of work to be done is proportional to the size of the data structure
instead of constant. This is caused by fold-based formulation of the
selector functions. In the Scott encoding the selectors are simple
non recursive λ-expressions, hence they do not have the strictness
and complexity problems of the Church encoding.
The complexity problems of the Church representation are increased by the fact that the reduction of a recursive selector is not
shared in graph reduction. A selector in the Church representation
is a higher order function that needs the next manipulation as argument before it can be evaluated.
When the manipulation used is essentially a fold it is possible
to optimise the functions implementing the data structure in the
Church encoding to achieve the required complexity. For manipulations that are not a fold, the fold-like recursion pattern enforced
by the Church encoding really hampers. Since many useful programs are not only executing folds over their recursive data structures, we consider the Church encoding of data structures harmful
for the implementation purposes discussed in this paper.
The Perigot encoding contains both a Scott encoding and a
Church encoding. Compared with the Church encoding it solves
the complexity problems of selecting the recursive branch and
it prevents the undesired strict evaluation. However, the Perigot
encoding does not bring us the best of both worlds. The additional
effort and space required to maintain both encodings spoils the
potential benefits of the native fold-right recursion compared with
Scott encoding.

Wadler introduced a special form of fusion called deforestation
[33]. In deforestation we recognise producers and consumers. For
lists, any function forcing evaluation and processing the list like
foldr is a good consumer. A producer is a similar recursive function that generates a list. When there is an immediate composition
of a producer and a consumer these functions can be fused and the
intermediate list is not longer needed. That is a function composition like foldR g r (foldR (Cons o f) Nil xs) can be fused to
foldR (g o f) r xs. This is a standard transformation in many advanced compilers for functional programming languages, e.g. the
GHC as described by Gill et. al. [15].
Since any CList is essentially a foldR that forces evaluation,
all Church lists are good consumers. When the list is generated
by a foldRC the function applied to as Cons-constructor can be
written as Cons o f. Hence functions like mapC are good producers.
This implies that there will be relatively many opportunities for
deforestation in a program based on Church lists. Although the gain
of deforestation can be a substantial factor, it does not change the
complexity of the algorithm.
5.7

Optimisation of Tree Manipulations

The results from lists immediately carry over to trees. Any fold over
a tree in the Church encoding can be optimised by to call of foldTC.
foldTC :: (b a b→b) b (CTree a) → b
foldTC f r (CTree t) = t r f

Using this fold we can collect all elements in a search tree by
a single in-order traversal of the Church tree in a Church list by
inorderC.
inorderC :: (CTree a) → CList a
inorderC t = foldTC (λx a y.appendC x (Cons a y ) ) Nil t

This works only for tree manipulations that can be expressed
efficiently by a fold over the tree. As a consequence it does not
solve the complexity problems for insertion, lookup and deletion
from binary search trees.

6.
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Summary

For simple implementations of functional programming languages
it is convenient to transform the data types to functions. By translating all data types to functions, we only need to implement functions
on the core level in our implementation. The implemented language
still provides algebraic data types like lists and trees to the user, but
there is no runtime notion of these types needed. Such transformations are well known in λ-calculus. In this paper we use a language
with named functions and basic types like numbers and characters,
instead of pure λ-calculus. The named functions enable us to use
recursion in an easier way than in the λ-calculus. In this paper we
showed and compared three different implementation strategies for
recursive data types by functions. The first strategy is an extension
of the well known Church numerals. These Church numerals are
treated in nearly all introductory texts about the λ-calculus. The
second encoding is based on an idea originating from unpublished
notes of Scott. Due to the lack of a good reference, this encoding is
reinvented several times in history. The third encoding in a combination of the previous two known as the Perigot encoding.
The difference between these encodings is in the way they handle recursion. In the Church encoding the functions representing
the data type contain a fold-like recursion pattern to process the
list. In the Scott encoding the recursive manipulations are done by
a recursive function that resembles the recursive functions in ordinary functional programming languages much closer.
By using some additional constructors we were able to implement instances of a type constructor class capturing the basic oper-
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